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In spite of the previous considerations, international law is still largely shaped by States and reflects a State-centric conception in some of its core elements, such as law-making and responsibility. The responsibility of other subjects, which is necessary to protect legal goods as those embodied in human rights, 4 is still debated and challenged by many, as reflected by discussions on a treaty on business and human rights; 5 and while international organizations and some actors have some input in the formation of custom and other sources, States still largely control them. 6 Truly, some regimes as human rights ones rightly focus on individuals, but most of the time these individuals can claim only against States from a procedural point of view. Some may consider that the current focus on States, which are territorial entities, prevents international law from properly addressing the challenges of a global world, which to my mind is an appropriate criticism. This explains the emergence of theories such as Global Administrative Law and focus on the global rule of law considerations. 7 For better or worse, international law is dominated to a great extent by State-centric legal criteria.
This being so, and States having important prerogatives, it is not surprising that many aspirations and tensions nowadays pivot around Statehood and dominion over territories, especially given the expressive or symbolic attractiveness of independence for many. The claims of the Kurds, the plight of Ukraine and aspirations of secession by some Catalonians, Scots and others confirm that even in a globalized world independent Statehood is 2018] OBSTACLE TO THE PROTECTION OF INTERNATIONAL  COMMUNITY INTERESTS   3 attractive, both for the power it confers and for political reasons. Furthermore, some States fiercely cling to territorial unity, as China reveals, or favour a centralistic model, such as the French one. Curiously, State-centrism is not only at odds with many social realities and needs. The persistent international relevance of Statehood and its legal treatment, far from providing stability, creates tension. This is because of the fact that the criterion of effective (territorial) control is often decisive when determining if there is a successful secession or to continued territorial integrity. As a consequence, both those actors who seek independence and those that desire to keep territorial unity are encouraged, by legal gaps and lack of detailed rules on independence, to assert dominion from a factual point of view, given its legal implications. Thus, the legal effects attached to effective control generate a paradox, because while international law nominally favours stability it actually encourages instability in some cases.
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But that is not the only paradox. While States are territorial creatures, the borders of which are historical constructions and unpredictable, their political (and ethical) goals sometimes prompt them to operate extraterritorially. This creates tensions and problems, given the potential overlap between different States. This is due to the fact that, except for a few international spaces such as the high seas or Antarctica or outer space, 8 world territories are divided up between States. For instance: what happens when a State exercises executive (not judicial or legislative) jurisdiction abroad, detaining someone and the male captus, bene detentus maxim is invoked? 9 What happens when States try to defend themselves or their population from armed groups located in a foreign territory whose State is unwilling or unable to deal with such groups? Should States have an extraterritorial obligation to protect victims from abusive transnational businesses linked to them when the State in which they operate diligently strives to prevent or respond to their abuses but is unable to do so? These and other problems are generated by the fact that international law still largely reflects a State and territorial system which may have become partly outdated, as Domingo-Oslé has pointed out. 10 As a reaction to these problems and tensions, some international legal developments and projects aim to protect community interests 11 across, or ignoring, borders, thus permitting exercises of universal jurisdiction, transnational litigation or other actions in which State and other agents 8 Gbenga Oduntan, Sovereignty and Jurisdiction in the Airspace and Outer Space: Legal Criteria for Spatial Delimitation (Routledge 2012) 132; John Kish, International Law and Espionage (Martinus Nijhoff 1995) 102. 9 Christian Henderson, 'The Extraterritorial Seizure of Individuals under International Law -The Case of al-Liby: Part II' (EJIL: Talk!, 7 November 2013) <http://www.ejiltalk.org/theextraterritorial-seizure-of-individuals-under-international-law-the-case-of-al-liby-parttwo/> accessed 27 June 2018; James Sloan, 'Breaching international law to ensure its enforcement: the reliance by the ICTY on illegal capture ' (2003) purportedly act on behalf of the community dimension of the international society 12 or are required to protect persons victimized abroad. This article will examine the tensions and paradoxes generated by the focus on territoriality and effectiveness, focusing first on those related to Statehood and territorial dominion; and will also explore how to address the needs and demands of protecting community interests in a legal landscape that, while being still closely tied to territorial subjects -States-, has the mission of properly regulating a globalized and transnational society.
I. THE INTEGRITY OR EROSION OF BORDERS, AND TENSIONS CREATED BY LEGAL GAPS
Statehood and territory are deeply intertwined, given how the latter is one of the defining features and a condition of existence of the former. This is stipulated in the Montevideo Convention on the Rights and Duties of the States, which under article 1 considers a 'defined territory' as one of the conditions that entities must have to be regarded as States. Furthermore, while the aforementioned Convention is an American treaty, the territorial requirement is part of customary international law.
The centrality of territory in relation to Statehood generates tensions in political and legal terms. The political tensions arise due to the fact that in the contemporary context many groups desire to achieve Statehood for a variety of purposes, ranging from nationalistic discourses to perceptions about being oppressed by majorities, among others. This creates inevitable tensions, due to the fact that there is an overlap between the desire of some groups to achieve independence, which requires dominion over a given territory, and the likely goal of the State currently having jurisdiction over such territory to retain it.
Needless to say, while proclamations and aspirations of secession may be more or less justified and legitimate, sometimes groups invoke certain political grounds for independence in cases in which they could enjoy greater self-determination remaining in a given State. In this regard, it is important to recall that self-determination may be enjoyed within a State, since independence is not the only possible manifestation of self-government. In this sense, Principle VI of UN General Assembly Resolution 1541 (XV) says that a non-self-governing territory can achieve self-government not only by emerging as a 'sovereign independent State', but also by freely associating or integrating with a State; while General Assembly Resolution 2625 (XXV) adds that self-determination may also be achieved through 'any other political status freely determined by a people'. Additionally, the extent of the right of self-determination for certain groups does not grant a right to independence, as has been indicated in doctrine. 13 In this sense, for instance, the United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples mentions in article 46 that it cannot be interpreted as 'authorizing or encouraging action which would dismember or impair, totally or in part, the territorial integrity or 12 Antonio Cassese, 'Remarks on Scelle's Theory of "Role Splitting" (dédoublement fonctionnel) in International Law ' (1990) 1 EJIL 210, 215, [228] [229] [230] [231] Antonio Remiro Brotóns et al., Derecho Internacional: Curso General (Tirant Lo Blanch 2010 ) 111-112, 124-127. 2018 ]   THE TERRITORY PARADOX: THE BASIS OF  STATEHOOD AND INTERNATIONAL NORMS AS AN  OBSTACLE TO THE PROTECTION OF INTERNATIONAL  COMMUNITY INTERESTS   5 political unity of sovereign and independent States'. Therefore, references to self-determination in that instrument, as in the Preamble and arts 3 and 4, are understood as having an internal expression, in the sense that they grant the right of autonomy, self-government and certain decisions for the purposes of their internal affairs, without granting a right of secession. 14 Still, the lure of effectiveness may remain, and so even when refusing grounds for independence, international law promises it to those who de facto achieve it.
The different sides embroiled in political clashes and initiatives over secession versus territorial integrity tend to end up resorting to legal arguments, both of a domestic and an international nature. Concerning the former, the different sides seek to determine if and under what circumstances constitutional and local norms foresee or prevent the possibility of secession; while, curiously, international law is often invoked to support aspirations of independence even when domestic law offers no possibility of secession, but such invocations often rely on vague principles that actually fail to clearly grant a right to secession. Conversely, territorial integrity is invoked to deny aspirations of independence no matter how legitimate they are. Again, effectiveness looms large, and so independentist groups seek to convince others (and the State they are in) with emotional arguments wrapped in pseudo-legal or fully legal arguments to recognize their independence, in the hopes that eventually they will effectively operate as an independent State and so become one.
As a result, the inevitable question is whether international law says anything meaningful about secession causes. Except for cases of foreign domination in the form of colonization or occupation, or clashes against racist regimes, 15 not so much. International law is largely silent, endorsing territorial integrity and thus the stability of borders while also favouring a contradictory trend pointed out above: effectiveness. In this sense, the fact that effective control over territory by those who seek secession and achieve it from a practical point of view ends up being rewarded with Statehood constitutes a lure or a temptation for groups seeking independence to try to achieve it practically, in the hopes that doing so will endow them with formal independence afterwards. Interestingly, the Canadian Supreme Court said that, concerning de facto secession, '[t] he ultimate success of such a secession would be dependent on effective control of a territory '. 16 While that Court also mentioned recognition as a condition of success, this element is frequently regarded as having merely a declaratory effect, without recognition being regarded as a condition of State existence. Nevertheless, even if Statehood without recognition is theoretically possible, the respective State entity will not have many opportunities of interaction and so will have its 14 ibid 133; Rafael García-Pérez, 'Recensión de: Pons Rafols, X., Cataluña: Derecho a decidir y Derecho internacional, Editorial Reus, Madrid, 2015 , 334 pp.' (2015 In the end, while formally favouring the stability of the territorial division of the world, the role of effectiveness in international law ends up stimulating instability and, except for some serious abuses, diminishing the role of territorial integrity. This is one of the paradoxes created by the role of territory in international law, which is one of the components defining States, which in turn are regarded as the central players in the international legal landscape in important aspects such as law-making.
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Some developments may alleviate the seeming contradiction between effectiveness and legal principles, such as territorial integrity (when territory is effectively conquered by force) or human rights (when seriously abused populations are prevented from deciding their future). Firstly, an important legal development determines that effective territorial gains by third States or by groups who achieve a 'separate existence', no matter how effective in practice, produce no legal effects if such effectiveness was brought about in a way contrary to peremptory law, such as when the prohibition on the use of force was breached.
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Practice confirms this: UN General Assembly Resolution 68/262, for instance, affirming the 'sovereignty, political independence, unity and territorial integrity of Ukraine' called upon all States (hint, Russia) to 'desist and refrain from actions aimed at the partial or total disruption of the national unity and territorial integrity of Ukraine, including any attempts to modify' its borders through the threat or use of force ' 22 And c) that in addition to the condemnation of direct land or territorial grabs, since 'any action aimed at the partial or total disruption of the national unity and territorial integrity of any' State" is forbidden; as Resolution 2625 (XXV) puts it, it can be inferred that indirect disruption of such integrity or supporting third parties (State or not) which affect it are also prohibited, as confirmed by the International Law Commission. 23 An interesting idea ensues: not only are States obliged to refrain from disrupting or contributing to the violation of the territorial integrity of other States, but they are also under an obligation to not negatively affect, recognize or assist the violation of the right of self-determination of peoples more generally, not only when States are its beneficiaries. 24 In this regard, it is interesting to note that the arguments of the International Court of Justice in its advisory opinion on the Legal Consequences of the Construction of a Wall in the Occupied Palestinian Territory indicate and confirm that the principle of self-determination of peoples not only benefits States and grants peoples a right that has an erga omnes nature, thus imposing obligations on every member of the international society to respect such right, to assist in promoting its respect and to not contribute to its violation. 25 An additional development that may eliminate an undue role of effectiveness is the consideration that in cases of extreme human rights violations there is a 'remedial' right to separation of seriously and systematically subjugated or persecuted peoples (being those peoples identified by factual, and not legal, features), which thus entitles them to independence even if they have not successfully attained through an armed struggle or by other means. 26 The positive law status of this latter trend, however, is still unclear in many aspects and developing.
Moreover, in cases which are not so extreme the possibility of secession by virtue of effectiveness is not precluded, provided that jus cogens is respected. In such cases, the paradox persists and may sadly encourage clashes between opposing actors which invoke legitimacy arguments but end up seeking effective control. After all, there is a stimulus when the prospect of the reward of either territorial integrity or secession can be achieved through securing effectiveness. In relation to this, it is important to keep in mind that the prospect of obtaining legally-sponsored benefits or 'rewards' -territorial-related, in our case-is an encouragement that can play a central role as a factor explaining the conduct of actors participating in the international society.
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Regarding the aforementioned 'remedial' secession in extreme cases, one can consider that the starting point is that law favours territorial integrity and stability. After all, that is a Principle of international law enshrined in arts 2.4 of the United Nations Charter and 1 of the Charter of the Organization of American States, among others, apart from being present in customary law and invoked in international fora. 28 Practically speaking, it is hard (impossible?) to think of States that do not commit human rights violations, as evinced by their reluctance to resort to inter-State complaints, perhaps out of fear of being complained about their own abuses in turn. 29 This explains why the remedial secession based on serious human rights violations tends to be construed as being exceptional and not arising out of any human rights violation, 30 lest instability is promoted by law. Practice, which after all has a role in the interpretation of international law, as indicated in art 31 of the Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties, confirms this. This is how one can construe General Assembly Resolution 2625 (XXV), when it says that: 'Nothing in the foregoing paragraphs shall be construed as authorizing or encouraging any action which would dismember or impair, totally or in part, the territorial integrity or political unity of sovereign and independent States conducting themselves in compliance with the principle of equal rights and self-determination of peoples as described above and thus possessed of a government representing the whole people belonging to the territory without distinction as to race, creed or colour. ' Apart from its exceptionality, the content and contours of the so-called remedial secession 31 are still developing and some may or may never crystallize into norms envisaging broader or clearer circumstances granting a right to secession. After all, other international developments, such as the potentially 'emerging' 32 right to 'humanitarian intervention', ended up saying the same that the United Nations Charter already says, without adding any additional right to use force apart from self-defence or authorization by the Security Council. 33 That being said, insofar as conduct that contradicts 27 Harold Hongju Koh, 'Why Do Nations Obey International Law? ' (1997) it may happen that additional cases in which an exception to territorial integrity is envisaged arise in the future if sufficient practice and legal opinion support them. Apart from the cases of (State and non-state) territorial gains obtained by violating peremptory law and extreme cases of remedial secession, the role and legal effects attached to effectiveness make international law fail to settle disputes. Why? Because lip service to territorial integrity does not prevent the emergence of tensions and problematic cases of abuses which are not so extreme are not given a solution. Thus, tensions cannot be solved by resorting to international law exclusively, since ultimately neither territorial integrity nor human rights or self-determination arguments fully operate as 'trumps' or decisive winning cards, except in exceptional circumstances, given how the potential of 'effective' victory by the other party looms as a threat. Thus, insofar as politics and power are the decisive factors, one could be tempted to think that international legal discourses would be abandoned by the conflicting sides in secession disputes, but this is not what happens.
Actually, both those who seek to attain independence or to ensure the persistence of existing State borders invoke international legal arguments, but curiously often they advance their own self-serving interpretations and legal aspirations even if they fail to actually reflect international regulation. This is a manifestation of what Jan Klabbers has identified as dynamics by means of which different actors invoke and interpret international law, providing discourses either to subvert or maintain the status quo and bolster their own position.
35 This is stimulated by the legal ambiguity. For instance, those who are interested in dismembering territories may desire to benefit from the vagueness of international law and seek to obtain legitimacy by invoking broad principles, even if they do not directly confer what they seek.
This explains why some come up with discourses based on either selfdetermination, as some Catalonian independentists, or on territorial integrity, as the Spanish and Chinese governments do. Interestingly, some of the actors invoking these arguments lack international legal personality and are local actors that seek to express their voice in the world society, but this is no reason to dismiss their international legal relevance. Rosalyn Higgins well pointed out that rather than insisting on subjectivity it is important to look at how different formal and informal actors operate as participants interacting with international law, making claims so as to 'maximiz[e] various values'. 36 And as Myres McDougal considered, such interaction is not only institutional and formal, insofar as both official and other actors may come up with different strategies, discourses and interpretations invoking international law to promote their policy objectives. 37 In the case under examination, discourses are often invoked by parties with asymmetrical power, a reason why the weak 34 Cassese, 'Ex iniuria ius oritur' (n 32) 29-30; Remiro Brotóns (n 13) 213. 35 may desire to rely on the only tool at its disposal: the (correct or inaccurate) invocation of law. Interestingly, non-intervention and sovereign arguments have for long been used to protect the weaker party. For instance Emmer de Vattel invoked them when seeking the protection of Republican or weak States from stronger or imperial ones, defending non-intervention and integrity save for some extreme cases, although his theories undermined nonstate and individual relevance. 38 In this sense, Vattel said that 'Since men are naturally equal, and a perfect equality prevails in their rights and obligations, as equally proceeding from nature,-nations composed of men, and considered as so many free persons living together in the state of nature, are naturally equal, and inherit from nature the same obligations and rights. Power or weakness does not in this respect produce any difference. A dwarf is as much a man as a giant; a small republic is no less a sovereign state than the most powerful kingdom'. 39 Thus, in spite of the paradoxes generated by effectiveness and the ambiguity of territorial integrity, which lead to certain factual gaps, sub-state participants in the world society will seek to benefit from discourses that lend support to their arguments, especially trying to convince others about their 'legal soundness' in ways that confuse their policies with lex lata. This explains why some grassroots and other independence movements convey messages relying on notions as self-determination even if they do not truly directly grant the rights they invoke. Why do they do that? These actors may desire to benefit from the so-called expressive effects of international law. If they manage to convince others that law favours them, they may shape the attitudes of others by means of convincing them to espouse legal changes or interpretations 40 and to recognize their legitimacy. This is not irrelevant, since the support of powerful States may pave the way for effectiveness when these powers challenge the States from which the actors attempt to secede. Symbolic strategies should not be underestimated because, after all, legal arguments can have a cultural impact, which explains both the so-called cultural wars' reliance on judiciaries and dynamics of lawfare, which to my mind may be understood in a broad sense and not only related to strategies replacing the use of force in relation to security issues. 41 Interestingly, in this case expressive effects are generated without a clear legal basis, but rather their success depends on portraying the appearance of such a basis, given the ambiguous stance of international law. Indeed, law is ambivalent or ambiguous, tenuously favouring territorial integrity while opening the door to effectiveness, perhaps out of fear that lack of recognition of such effective situations could lead to revolt against the international legal order by those who acquire power, and to exceptional remedial situations. This may stimulate arguments of remedial secession that either exaggerate claims on violations or lead abusive States to falsely diminish the extent of widespread or systematic violations. As to the lack of legal clarity, it is useful to recall how in its advisory opinion on the Accordance with International Law of the Unilateral Declaration of Independence in respect of Kosovo, the International Court of Justice considered that there is no general prohibition of making declarations of independence, while implicitly admitting that specific prohibitions, for instance created by bodies as the Security Council, can be created but did not exist in the case it examined, and that no such prohibition flows from the principle of territorial integrity, without examining the consequences of such declarations or their recognition by third parties.
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Additionally, the Court said that the absence of such a prohibition does not imply that there is a right to independence or to issue declarations of independence. In its words, 'it is entirely possible for a particular act -such as a unilateral declaration of independence -not to be in violation of international law without necessarily constituting the exercise of a right conferred by it'. 43 As judge Bruno Simma suggests, the issue is not merely a binary 'legal or illegal' question, but rather it could be said that declarations of independence may be tolerated and perhaps will or will not be further addressed in future regulation. 44 This analysis of the Court confirms that international law leaves the door open for the game of effectiveness, since absent effectiveness declarations of independence are likely doomed to be largely or merely anecdotal, as happened with a declaration of selfdetermination that seemed to entail beliefs about independence of the San Andrés archipelago from Colombia; 45 and if a group secures effective control it may achieve Statehood. Needless to say, political considerations about the legitimacy of those declarations of independence are different from their legal effects, but legitimacy considerations are not decisive from a legal or a political point of view, since effectiveness again reigns supreme, save for exceptional cases. Thus, the legal panorama encourages bold action by all parties involved, which is risky, or caution if success seems unlikely. In light of the ambiguity and paradoxes resulting from the tension between territorial integrity and effective secession, which have few exceptions when there is a violation of peremptory law (preventing territorial changes) or serious breaches that are systematic (granting an exceptional entitlement to independence), 46 it remains to be seen whether this scenario is legitimate and convenient, or if there is a preferable alternative de lege ferenda; and whether a territorial-centric framework can properly and fairly respond to the needs of a global contemporary society.
II. THE IDENTITY AND FUNCTIONS OF STATES AND LEGITIMACY QUESTIONS IN A GLOBAL SOCIETY
Two sets of considerations should guide the resolution of tensions and uncertainties about the existence, role and functions of States: those related to the humanization of international law and those addressing the challenges posed by non-state actors. As will be argued here, those considerations can contribute to dispelling doubts about remedial secession, self-defence against non-state actors and extraterritorial obligations of States.
In relatively recent times, international law has undergone a (much needed) transformation, dealing ever more with cooperation (e.g. environmental) issues instead of focusing only on coexistence aspects. 47 In that transformation, a process of humanization, 48 which is still unfinished, is central. Thanks to the activism and initiative of actors both within and outside the system, considerations of humanity, such as those related to the protection of human dignity, have been incorporated to lesser (e.g. in investment law, a pending issue therein) or greater extent in some norms, prominently but not exclusively in human rights law and related regimes, such as the law of refugees, international criminal law or international humanitarian law. 49 Moreover, thanks to interesting dynamics, norms belonging to regimes traditionally dealing with inter-State relations and coexistence issues have incorporated some indirect or direct protection of human dignity, as happens 46 (n 26) and (n 31). 47 Regarding the existence and tension of both the cooperation and co-existence dimensions of international law, see: Pierre-Marie Dupuy, 'International Law: Torn between Coexistence, Cooperation and Globalization. General Conclusions ' (1998) with consular assistance 50 in the law of consular relations or the protection of those at peril in the law of the sea.
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Aspects related to Statehood should not be an exception to this process of humanization, especially in light of the consideration that, as expressed by Antonio Cançado, the legitimacy and raison d'être of both international law and the existence of States must be the protection and respect of individuals.
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In this sense, questions of territorial integrity cannot be an exception to the consideration that human rights must serve as standards or measures of the legitimacy and justice of its regulation.
To ensure a humanized approach to the implementation of norms on Statehood and territory, practitioners and interpreters must do two things: firstly, as far as possible, norms and institutions related to the existence of States, including those on the maintenance of existing borders -territorial integrity-and on secession, and those related to the powers of States inside their borders and abroad, must be interpreted in the way that favours the protection of human beings the most, and the most favourable norm and interpretation, in a way that can be effectively implemented, must always be chosen. This is what the pro personae/pro homine principle requires in conjunction with the effet utile.
53 But apart from this, if a gap or insufficient protection that are the result of norms on Statehood are identified, this must be addressed de lege ferenda.
Apart from humanization, international legal practice and regulation have also gradually come to terms with the fact that non-state actors are central players in international and transnational relations, 54 and that a proper provision of global public goods, such as those related to human rights, 55 and ensuring the protection of victims of their abuses. Properly dealing with non-state threats when examining Statehood issues is necessary for the norms regulating them to be relevant and not outdated. This requires considering, in the first place, that nowadays there are many transnational threats and lack of coordination between States that may pave the way for impunity by actors that 'jump' jurisdictions, evading State controls; 57 and secondly that there are serious non-state threats originating in State territories without there being a direct attribution of non-state conduct to the territorial State. In these cases, the respective actor may victimize peoples found in other States, and it may be unfair to condemn those peoples to victimization and lack of protection on the basis of a traditional territorial conception according to which only the territorial State is entitled to do something. 58 This problem exists when non-state armed groups carry out attacks that amount to major uses of force while hiding in foreign territories, a reason why a trend to permit self-defence against them has arisen. Obviously, it would be inadequate to permit an unfettered intervention by all States, and thus controls and conditions must be set in place. Accordingly, those who favour the possibility of exercising self-defence against non-state actors say that, in addition to the general conditions for the exercise of self-defence an additional requirement must be satisfied: a test according to which it is demonstrated that the territorial State is either unwilling or unable to deal with the non-state threat itself. 59 That being said, this possibility of self-defence against non-state threats is contested by some, either for political reasons, according to which permitting this could lead to escalations or expansive uses of force, 60 or by those who argue that there is insufficient practice and opinio OBSTACLE TO THE PROTECTION OF INTERNATIONAL  COMMUNITY INTERESTS   15 juris about this possibility, 61 a reason why such exercises would infringe territorial integrity, as some OAS States -with the exception of the United States-argued when Colombia attacked the FARC guerrillas in Ecuadorian territory. 62 That being said, the Security Council, some judges of the International Court of Justice and the practice and opinion of some States, such as Israel, the United Kingdom, the United States of America, Colombia or Turkey favour the possibility of conducting self-defence against non-state actors located in foreign territories. This debate demonstrates once again how territory may be a hindrance or an obstacle to other principles of international law such as the protection of victims. This is one of the causes of tension between principles of this legal system, 63 and dealing with them requires bearing in mind all of the relevant principles without utterly denying any, considering their hierarchy and a proportionality analysis.
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Territory is also present in questions on what States should do in terms of protecting human rights. In this regard, the rationale expressed in the Corfu Channel case, according to which States have the duty 'not to allow knowingly its territory to be used for acts contrary to the rights of other States', may be pertinent, even if its original mention was about the protection of the rights of other States by a State in its own territory. In the famous Island of Palmas Arbitral Award this idea was expressed in the following words: there is an obligation of States 'to protect within [their] territory the rights of other States, in particular their right to integrity and inviolability in peace and in war'. 64 However, this is complemented by the human rights consideration that States must protect all individuals in their territories. Yet, while important, this demand is not sufficient in light of the needs of effective protection in a complex world in which States commit abuses abroad and transnational actors evade State controls.
This explains why States must also respect the rights of those under their jurisdiction when that jurisdiction takes place outside their territory, as has been expressed by the Inter-American Commission on Human Rights, United Nations Human Rights Committees, or the European Court of Human Rights.
65 This is a necessary development that is still being discussed, 69 This traditionalistic criterion has begun to be challenged by some human rights bodies that encourage States to conduct such extraterritorial protection, arguing that they should offer it. 70 Furthermore, a group of experts adopted the Maastricht Principles on Extraterritorial Obligations of States in the Area of Economic, Social and Cultural Rights, in which they argue that States must have extraterritorial obligations when they have a connection of nationality, substantial business or domicile with a corporation, when the abuse originates in their territory or when they have other close links to businesses operating abroad, among others, as reflected in Principle 25.
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These efforts are necessary, and I defend the idea that progressive development should end up by adopting hard law extraterritorial obligations of protection. The reason why is that in our interdependent world States may benefit from corporate conduct taking place abroad or may be the only ones with sufficient leverage or power to protect from their abuses, given the insufficient means of some developing States to protect victims of corporate abuse despite their best efforts and diligence. A similar criterion may inspire universal jurisdiction. It must be added that corporations in multinational groups can dissolve or relocate, and so easily evade jurisdiction. This evinces the limits of an international law centred on State territories, because lack of coordination, different regulations and capacities of implementation and transnational actors may hinder the protection of victims and the accountability of offenders, making an excessively territorially-focused system outdated in light of the need to tackle global challenges.
That international law can evolve and provide adequate protection by overcoming the limits of State and territorial features are demonstrated in the human rights practice providing protection against abuses in a territory even if a State is not responsible. This happens, for example, when territories are controlled or administered by non-state entities while nominally remaining under a given State's jurisdiction. When a territory is provisionally administered by an international body, as happened with UNMIK in Kosovo, or when non-state groups de facto control territories and engage in abuses, as some groups have done in Somalia, international human rights bodies such as the Human Rights Committee and the Committee against Torture, have relied on the notion that, more than focusing on States, it is important to focus on individuals and the rights they are entitled to, regardless of who controls the respective territory, reason why they could claim international protection from abuses that the non-state entities can engage in. All of the previous considerations indicate that paradoxes and tensions must be resolved by looking at human rights. Yet, just as human dignity needs human rights to provide functional protection in many cases, human rights law in turn does not always offer clear or absolute answers. 73 Hence, it may be important to consider the protection of human dignity alongside the guarantee of other principles, such as security and peace, the breach of which seriously affects individuals, as argued by Steven R. Ratner. 74 With them in mind, what can be said about 'remedial' secession? That in extreme cases in which rights are utterly denied to a given people and it is demonstrated on a case-by-case basis that it is necessary, there being no alternative that affects territorial integrity less, peoples have a right to secede, even if they have no factual possibility to achieve it. 75 To my mind, in these cases even absent effectiveness they can acquire independence and others must recognize it when not doing so implies accepting a status quo of serious (e.g. gross or systematic) 76 violations of those human rights norms that are peremptory and inaction. 77 In all other cases, peoples have rights of internal selfdetermination and protection form State abuses, which may amount sometimes to permitting displacing territorial administration in favour of international authorities or requiring international supervision and monitoring, for instance by peacekeeping operations. Altogether, territorial integrity is important but is not an absolute value, and cannot trump human rights. Yet, if a proportional balance can be struck in cases of abuses that are not so extreme. Alternatives are preferable to granting independence to every single movement, since this can stir or breed instability and conflicts, provided that internal self-determination is respected. This is because favouring an endless possibility of disintegration against the will of the territorial State promotes instability and possible conflicts, for instance due to the fact that within new States there may be abuses against others, as some say may have happened against Kosovo Serbs or in Northern Kosovo. 78 Yet, even in the absence of an international right to secession, it is convenient for domestic law to provide venues of democratic discussion about these issues to prevent violent or extreme movements. Perhaps an entitlement to such discussions should be adopted under international law. Accordingly, for practical and political reasons, States Thus, refusal to grant independence is not necessarily either historical or arbitrary.
CONCLUSIONS
The globalized landscape curiously features dynamics and trends of hyper-localization and chauvinism, 80 which sometimes generate discourses of independence. Such discourses are frequently more emotional than solidly grounded on international legal bases, but yet they seek to employ and appropriate an international legal language to further their aims. They do so firstly because law has an expressive function that may sometimes, provided that it is perceived as adequate and so demands obedience, 81 legitimize or strengthen arguments, while stigmatizing contrary ones. Additionally, international law serves as a sort of semi-universal language in which demands and claims are presented. 82 On top of this, law has certain ambiguity due to the role of effectiveness, which leads to formalizing what has been achieved in practice. Humanization and peremptory demands limit this criterion when it is evident that the success was achieved by means contrary to jus cogens, a reason why groups as ISIS or territorial gains by both State -e.g. Russia in Crimea -and non-state actors lack validity and everyone else is under an obligation to not recognize them nor to assist or contribute to them, given their erga omnes nature. Moreover, authors such as Lung-chu Chen argue that the humanization of international law must lead to supporting self-determination in the form of independence of peoples which cannot politically decide their destiny or make choices due to their being ignored or risk being oppressed, as may happen with Taiwan. 83 This reminds us that law is far from perfect, and that sometimes it does not provide definite or perfect answers. Indeed, territorial integrity must be interpreted in light of humanity considerations: after all, law should exist for human beings.
Additionally, I argue that peremptory law also serves to declare independence when doing so is the only way to ensure the protection of [Vol 8:1 peremptory human rights, and that third parties in that case must contribute by recognizing and ensuring that independence, granting it even if it is not effectively achieved. Perhaps this is what motivates those that recognize Palestine as a State in their bilateral relations or in the institutional fora of international organizations 84 -curiously, such recognition may help to pave the way for the achievement of statehood, thus serving as a catalyst; and confirming that politics, as with so many international legal issues, is enmeshed with recognition.
Additional restrictions on abusive conduct and developments to humanize the role of territory in international law are needed, given how territory is sometimes invoked to block initiatives to protect victims and due to the destabilizing role of effectiveness and how it lures some to act boldly and the demand that international law responds to the real and social needs of the society it is meant to regulate: 85 such society is not merely inter-State but global and transnational nowadays. This requires bearing in mind the needs of protecting human dignity, even from non-state abuses, when exploring territorial issues and the duties and rights of States to operate territorially and extraterritorially. If we fail to come up with additional restrictions on the risky notion of effectiveness and the paradoxes it generates we may be blamed for encouraging actions such as armed conflicts that are inhumane, insofar as armed conflicts always generate suffering and victims. That is why aggressor States and actors should be legally prevented from benefiting from the possibility of lawfully targeting enemy combatants and from benefiting from aggressive conduct, in light of the abuse de droit and Ex Injuria Jus Non Oritur principles. 86 OBSTACLE TO THE PROTECTION OF INTERNATIONAL  COMMUNITY INTERESTS   21 
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